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Even though the concept of sorting should be simple and straight forward, it is often easy
for people to get a little puzzled. As we all know, the English alphabet is made of 26 letters, A-Z. The computers we work with use a coding system known as ASCII and it contains an alphabet of 256 symbols. Included in this set of symbols are the letters A-Z, a-z,
numbers 0-9 and a number of other special characters like # $ % & * ( ) to name but a
few. If we put the first 128 symbols in order of their definition, they become:
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This is important to know because you can see that the numbers come before the letters.
Upper case letters come before lower case letters. This order is what controls how the
computer “thinks” when it is told to sort a column of data. The following list is sorted correctly (as far as the computer is concerned) because it is just looking at the rank of each
character. As people we tend to see the following list as words with context.
ADAM BAKER ad bake
What makes computers so helpful is how fast they can sort and organize data. Computers
don’t sort “words” but character by character comparisons. If you were given a deck of
cards and told to place in suit and then rank order, how many times would you have
touched each card? If the deck were already sorted, you would touch each card a minimum of 52 times. But if the deck is truly random, you can see that each card could be
handled many times. (You should try this sometime.) A clever mechanism for sorting a
large number of data is to perform what is known as “divide and conquer”. If you broke
your deck of cards into 4 smaller piles, you will find it easier to sort each small pile. Then
when each sub-pile is organized, you merge the 4 piles together. In the long run, you end
up handling all the cards fewer times. These mechanisms for sorting are an example of a
computer algorithm. Computer science comes into play in knowing what the optimum
methods are for sorting. Ready for a test? See how long it takes you to sort the following:
Uncle AUNT AUN,T AUNTIE UNCle, (aunt Zulu zULu )zulu O123 0123 o123
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